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FRIDAY, MAY 12, 2023

Keynote (TBA) on strategies that advance sustainability, climate justice and resilience.
Past keynotes have included Paul Hawkins, Van Jones, and Katharine Hayhoe.
Plenary panel discussion exploring actions Cincinnati and peer regions can take to
accelerate climate resilience.
Dozens of breakout sessions on topics relevant to creating healthy communities, a
greener economy, high-performing infrastructure, resilient food systems, and more.
Expo featuring businesses and organizations working to enhance sustainability across
the tri-state. All sponsors receive an exhibitor table.
Art show, networking opportunities, and reception.

HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:

ABOUT THE SUMMIT:

www.midwestsustainabilitysummit.org

Join us as we imagine visionary and inspiring possibilities that inform, empower, and
motivate our actions to create a more vibrant, equitable, and thriving region. With the
pressure to address the climate crisis with increased urgency, it is natural to feel climate
anxiety and grief. How can we acknowledge the challenges we face while moving beyond
perceived limitations to find optimism and active hope? What kind of world is possible if
we get this right? We hope this conference can be a spark for connecting, learning
together, deepening our resolve, and joyously finding our places in the mighty “we” rising
to secure a just and livable future.

2023 THEME: IMAGINE WHAT'S POSSIBLE

The Midwest Regional Sustainability Summit brings together hundreds of
passionate and visionary leaders to share inspiring, forward-thinking, and solution-
oriented ideas that propel us toward a healthier, more resilient, sustainable, and
equitable future. Join Fortune 500 powerhouses, innovative entrepreneurs,
government officials, sustainability directors, academic, non-profit, and
community leaders for our 10th Sustainability Summit as we continue to deepen
dialogue and build community around solutions.

2023 SPONSOR PACKAGE

Contact charlie@greenumbrella.org to become a Summit sponsor!

mailto:charlie@greenumbrella.org


Email Announcements

Social Media

Logo on Event Website
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Remarks

Complimentary Tickets

Six e-blasts to 8,700+ contacts; confirm sponsorship by February for maximum recognition
Our combined organic social media reach is 200,000+ impressions per month 
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Exhibitor Booth
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If your organization seeks prominent brand recognition as a

sustainability champion contact charlie@greenumbrella.org
www.midwestsustainabilitysummit.org


